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	The improvement of electrical energy efficiency is fast becomingone of the most essential areas of sustainability development,backed by political initiatives to control and reduce energydemand.


	Now a major topic in industry and the electrical engineeringresearch community, engineers have started to focus on analysis,diagnosis and possible solutions. Owing to the complexity andcross-disciplinary nature of electrical energy efficiency issues,the optimal solution is often multi-faceted with a criticalsolutions evaluation component to ensure cost effectiveness.


	This single-source reference brings a practical focus to thesubject of electrical energy efficiency, providing detailed theoryand practical applications to enable engineers to find solutionsfor electroefficiency problems. It presents power supplier as wellas electricity user perspectives and promotes routineimplementation of good engineering practice.


	Key features include: * a comprehensive overview of the different technologies involvedin electroefficiency, outlining monitoring and control concepts andpractical design techniques used in industrial applications; * description of the current standards of electrical motors, withillustrative case studies showing how to achieve betterdesign; * up-to-date information on standarization, technologies,economic realities and energy efficiency indicators (the main typesand international results); * coverage on the quality and efficiency of distribution systems(the impact on distribution systems and loads, and the calculationof power losses in distribution lines and in powertransformers).


	With invaluable practical advice, this book is suited topracticing electrical engineers, design engineers, installationdesigners, M&E designers, and economic engineers. It equipsmaintenance and energy managers, planners, and infrastructuremanagers with the necessary knowledge to properly evaluate thewealth of electrical energy efficiency solutions for largeinvestments. This reference also provides interesting readingmaterial for energy researchers, policy makers, consultants,postgraduate engineering students and final year undergraduateengineering students.
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Handbook of Cognitive-Behavioral Therapies, Fourth EditionThe Guilford Press, 2019

	
		Now revised and expanded with over 50% new material, this definitive clinical reference is the text of choice for graduate-level courses in evidence-based psychotherapy. Foremost authorities describe the conceptual and scientific foundations of cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) and provide a framework for assessment and case...
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Computer Science IlluminatedJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2015

	Each new print copy includes Navigate 2 Advantage Access that unlocks a comprehensive and interactive eBook, student practice activities and assessments, a full suite of instructor resources, and learning analytics reporting tools.

	

	Fully revised and updated, the Sixth Edition of the best-selling text Computer Science...
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Learning Vaadin 7, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	As one of the best web frameworks based on Java, Vaadin is well worth getting familiar with. This tutorial helps you build stunning dynamic web applications that will add new sophistication to your Java capabilities.


	Overview

	
		Construct top-notch web applications with one of the best frameworks based on...
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iPad at WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Great ideas and advice on using your iPad as a business tool!


	More and more iPad users discover every day that the versatile, portable iPad has countless business uses. From small businesses to high-profile corporations, companies are integrating iPads into their systems and workplaces at a phenomenal rate.

...
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An Introduction to Parallel ProgrammingMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	Parallel hardware has been ubiquitous for some time now. It’s difficult to find a laptop,
	desktop, or server that doesn’t use a multicore processor. Beowulf clusters are
	nearly as common today as high-powered workstations were during the 1990s, and
	cloud computing could make distributed-memory systems as accessible as...
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Maya Feature Creature Creations (Graphics Series)Charles River, 2008
When I was growing up, there were almost no learning resources at my disposal. Trial and error is extremely frustrating. Around the age of seven, I saw an interview with Ray Harryhausen on the making of Clash of the Titans. That was the first “making of ” I’d seen. He discussed making foam puppets from sculptures and placing...
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